
“Our school audiences were absolutely enthralled by the Guy Mendilow Ensemble. Guy’s 
compelling presence draws young people into a musical and narrative journey that sparkles 
 with humor and humanity, compassion and joy.
 
Around the World in Song is a wonderfully engaging, deeply musical experience. As enchanting  
as it is pedagogically sound, the show includes meaningful roles for the children at every turn,  
conveyed with an underlying respect for children as fellow people. 
  
In addition to his consummate musicianship, Guy Mendilow brought a high level of organization, 
responsiveness, and generosity to his residency that were an absolute joy to work with.”
— Emily Laugesen, Co-Director Of Engagement, 
Krannert Center for the Performing Arts, Urbana, IL

“In my 27 years of hiring artists, I can truthfully say that Guy is one of the finest and most intelligent 
musicians I have ever encountered...[He is] a music educator with very  high standards.” 
— Robin Baker, Celebrity Series of Boston, Boston, MA

“From the moment they began, the children were mesmerized. Guy Mendilow is not only a talented 
musician, but a gifted educator as well. He could read the group perfectly and knew exactly what the 
students needed next. The other musicians in the group were equally talented and the whole group 
together was one of the best performances I have experienced in over 26 years of education.”
— Tina Monroe, Principal, Indian Creek Elementary School, 
Cedar Rapids IA (Outreach sponsored by Legion Arts)

performed by Guy mendilow ensemble
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Sample TeacherS Guide

more info 

Everyone becomes part of  the music-making in Around the World in Song! Through 
colorful songs, stories and games, the Guy Mendilow Ensemble transports families 
on an exhilarating interactive adventure through Ensemble members’ diverse homes 
worldwide. In this deeply musical, pedagogically-sound performance,  families 
encounter vibrant characters and some of  the band’s most fascinating “stars:”  
instruments like overtone singing, the munnharpa (jaw harp) and musical bow and arrow.

Artist stAtement

“Only our best is just good enough for children.” — Zoltán Kodály

That’s a sentiment we take to heart because we know that children’s early music  
experiences shape the rest of  their musical lives. It’s a responsibility — and a privilege 
— to give our very best to children. Drawing on our experience as a music educators, 
teacher trainers and parents, we strive to create the most engaging, interactive and  
pedagogically sound concerts for young audiences. — Guy Mendilow

Video

audio 
addiTional VideoS

ouTreach VideoS
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“...captivating!  The children were 
very involved, dancing, clapping and 
singing, the message was very positive 
and the music was wonderful.” 
— Lev Rothenberg, 
Director of Arts & Education, 
JCC Indianapolis, IN 

“There’s nothing that engages kids as 
much as showing your interest in them: 
that doesn’t happen as a general rule. 
Guy’s commitment grows out of a deep 
respect for the abilities, potential, 
and rights of kids.”
— Montessori Corner, 
Plainsboro NJ

“What an amazing job of 
demonstrating that “you can make 
music from everything” while engaging 
the students for the entire hour!  All 
the kids were smiling as they left and 
I heard many comments like, “This 
was really fun!” and “Best music ever!”  
I received an email from the 
superintendent later that day saying 
all the students returned to the school 
jazzed by the program and thanking us.  
Each of the teachers also emailed with 
compliments.”
— Leslee Miller, Manager, 
Artisans at the Dahmen Barn, 
Uniontown, WA 
(Outreach sponsored by 
Washington State University 
Performing Arts)

aRound the woRld in sonG

[CLICK HERE]

[CLICK HERE]
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The Guy Mendilow Ensemble delivers high caliber, pedagogically sound educational programs 
for diverse audiences. 

Excellence in community engagement is vital to the mission of  the Guy Mendilow Ensemble.  
With over twenty years of  expertise as educators; as guest artist-lecturers in universities  
across the U.S. from Harvard University to  the University of  Washington; as residency 
leaders in schools on several continents; as ongoing artists-in-residence with leading  
performing arts organizations like Celebrity Series of  Boston; and with recognition from  
leading cultural organizations like the National Endowment for the Arts for the strengthening  
of  communities through the arts, Guy Mendilow Ensemble distinguishes itself  for the  
quality and impact of  its programs. 

Here are a few of  the packages you can put together for your community.
CliCk on eaCh heading below to learn more

aRound the woRld in sonG

Show deScripTion…………………………………………..……….……...................…1
Everyone becomes part of  the music-making in Around the World in Song! Through colorful 
songs, stories and games, the Guy Mendilow Ensemble transports families on an exhil rating 
interactive adventure through Ensemble members’ diverse homes worldwide. In this deeply 
musical, pedagogically-sound performance,  families encounter vibrant characters and some 
of  the band’s most fascinating “stars:” instruments like overtone singing, the munnharpa 
(jaw harp) and musical bow and arrow. 
Sample Teachers’ Guide

lectuRes & MasteR classes foR univeRsities and Music teacheRs 
inTroducTion To dalcroze educaTion………………...……………………....................2
Around the World in Song is based on principles of  Dalcroze Education. Now, be part of  
this joyful, social and experiential workshop where you’ll learn music through the body! 
Special pedagogical sessions available as add-on for music teachers and music education students.

liSTeninG ThrouGh The muSic………………………………………...........……...........2
Exciting, quickly learned improv games give participants experience critical to working with 
others: the abilities to tune in, connect, and respond spontaneously and meaningfully to one 
another to make fresh, fulfilling music.

foR GRades 5+
SprinGboard SonGwriTinG/SToryTellinG reSidencieS……………………….…............3
Springboard Songwriting/Storytelling residencies give participants tools they can use to 
make their stories speak more strongly. They can also spark relationships between students  
from different communities and demographics through joint audio and animation projects. 

The forGoTTen KinGdom (for GradeS 5-6)……………..……….…..........................4
A version of  the show designed especially for children ages 10-12. The Forgotten Kingdom 
is “an evocative trek through former Ottoman lands, an allegory that ultimately begs some  
questions about ourselves today, and the ways these stories continue to play out, in a modern  
guise...” (Perceptive Travel). It’s a story of  the passing of  an older age, whose ending  
begins with WWI and the collapse of  the Ottoman Empire and concludes definitively with  
WWII. In this long-form production, intertwining music and storytelling conjure voices lost  
to war, rendering a nearly lost world with drama, humour and heart.

choral/STrinG collaboraTionS………………………………….…….....………….........…5
With choral and string specialists in the Ensemble, tailored collaborations with community  
and professional choirs and string groups are an excellent way to forge connections and 
 expand musical horizons. For Kindergarten - Grade 4

foR kindeRGaRten - GRade 4
moVe The muSic………………….………………………………….………................…6
Exciting experiential games nurture children’s musicality and confidence in their own 
musical intuition. Discovery, active listening and a spirit of  play abound as children learn vital 
musical concepts by using their bodies as the principal instrument. 

abouT Guy mendilow enSemble……………………………….…......………...…........6

“In the long term, both residency and 
performance gave legitimacy and merit 
to our overall education goal.  Because 
it was such a successful process with 
such an overwhelmingly positive 
outcome, it lends credibility to our 
continued efforts to expand our 
educational outreach.  And, it 
should encourage continued 
giving to the theater.
 
The residency certainly made strong 
impact not only on the students but 
also the faculty and staff.  The reaction 
was so solidly affirming — even 
students who as a general rule don’t 
speak up or engage were doing just that 
by the end of the residency sessions.

The performance made a lasting 
impact on our patrons.  It was thought 
provoking and not soon forgotten. This 
was a highly skilled style of musical 
storytelling, a unique departure from 
the ordinary, and it surpassed 
attendance expectation.
 
Guy Mendilow was not only a pleasure 
to work with, his process and product 
exceeded expectations.  The ensemble 
was worldly, interesting and humble.  
Such a treat for us to have the 
opportunity to present.”
— Erin Butler, 
Executive Director, 
Wyo Theater, Sheridan, WY
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lectuRes & MasteR classes foR univeRsities, 
adults & MultiGeneRational audiences
intRoduction to dalcRoze education
univeRsity - adult |1-3 day pRoGRaM | 60-90 Minutes | MasteR class | 
confiGuRation: solo Relevant to: Music education

Further reading:

whaT iS dalcroze educaTion? 

oriGinS of dalcroze educaTion

Part of  what makes Around the World in Song unique is that it is built on principles of   
Dalcroze Education, a powerful, experiential approach to learning music through the 
body. In this master class, students gain a first hand experience of  this joyful, non-verbal  
approach to learning the non-verbal art of  music. An additional pedagogy session is  
available to introduce students to the principles, teaching strategies and pedagogical  
considerations behind Dalcroze Education. Participants come prepared to move. No  
previous experience is necessary. 

listeninG thRouGh the Music: teaM-buildinG 
thRouGh iMpRovisation
univeRsity - adult |1-3 day pRoGRaM | 60-90 Minutes | MasteR class 
| confiGuRation: solo Relevant to: Music education

Further reading:

uSinG The Joy of muSic To foSTer effecTiVe communicaTion

liSTeninG ThrouGh The muSic - communicaTion acroSS differenceS

bacKGround on dalcroze educaTion

Exciting, quickly learned improv games give participants experience critical to working 
with others: the abilities to tune in, connect, and respond spontaneously and  
meaningfully to one another to make fresh, fulfilling music. Geared for music educators  
as well as classroom teachers and those organizations looking to foster group cohesion,  
this experiential workshop delves into the theory and practice of  team building and  
the cultivation of  leadership through games in musical improvisation. This  
workshop requires no previous musical experience. Participants should come ready to  
move and play. This workshop has used by mediation organizations like Seeds of   
Peace and featured at universities and conservatories including the Longy School of   
Music of  Bard College and Moravian University. Listening Through the Music  
is grounded in principles of  Dalcroze Education. 
 

 

“We do not only listen to music with our 
ears, it resonates in our whole body, in 
the brain and the heart.”
— emile JAques-DAlcroze, 
notes BAriolées

“Guy Mendilow Ensemble’s Around the 
World in Song is compelling, wonderfully  
engaging and deeply educational. For  
children, GME cultivates listening and 
musical skills in ways that are important 
and unusual, addressing contemporary 
social issues with tact, thoughtfulness and 
caring. Their performance was an inspiring 
event for me as an audience member and  
instructor, for my graduate students (all 
whom are teachers and pre-service  
teachers), and for the hundreds of   
elementary school children present.  
Warmly and enthusiastically  
recommended!”
— liorA Bresler, 
university of il, chAmpAign, il

“... a vital and vibrant way to illustrate the 
possibilities of  interfaith and intercultural 
cooperation...
They are among the finest musicians I have 
ever heard, and I would recommend them 
strongly to any university or college campus 
that cares about diversity, multiculturalism, 
or interfaith cooperation.”
— greg mcgonigle, 
tufts university, meDforD, mA
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foR GRades 5+
spRinGboaRd sonGwRitinG/stoRytellinG Residencies
GRades 5+| 3-5 day Residency | 60-120 Minutes peR session | class visit | 
ideal foR GRoup sizes of up to 15 | confiGuRation: spRinGboaRd sonGwRitinG tRio

Further listening: when STorieS collide (Sheridan public media)

Further watChing:

more info

springBoArD songwriting/storytelling resiDencies give pArticipAnts tools they cAn use 
to mAke their stories speAk more strongly. 

• How can we make our own stories include others, so that they resonate more deeply?
• How can we increase the relevance of  our stories so that others will listen? 
• What is the role of  music in adding emotional power to our words? 

A Reason to Relate Across Demographic Differences 
Springboard Songwriting/Storytelling residencies can also spark vital opportunities for  
participants from different demographics to forge meaningful connections with through  
collaborative art. In such residencies, students from one school create audio that is then  
animated by a similarly aged cohort of  students in a different community. The joint project 
impels pre-production student conversation via Skype followed by post-production presentations 
their mutual work in both schools, complete with artist receptions and talk-backs (the artists are 
the students!) We believe that it is increasingly important for young people to be able work with, 
and appreciate, peers from cultural, linguistic and socio-economic backgrounds different from 
their own. Likewise, it is crucial for young people to navigate their day-to-day lives knowing that 
there are many possible “correct” perspectives besides their own, and feeling a personal need 
for social justice and equality. Yet many young people do not have the opportunity to develop  
relationships with others from vastly different backgrounds. For other students, “diversity”  
is an abstract intellectual concept that doesn’t touch their personal lives, even though it’s  
touted by adults around them. Springboard Residencies provide a framework for meaningful  
engagement across cultural, socio-economic and linguistic boundaries. Youth from urban  
and suburban schools work together on tangible projects in which each person has a stake, 
to which each person contributes substantially, and from which all derive a feeling of   
capability and accomplishment.
 

“Our audience of  (800) children was 
transfixed. I was spellbound. This is 
the kind of  experience that can open 
your eyes and ears to possibilities never 
imagined... I asked the children as they 
were leaving the theatre after the concert 
how the experience had been for them. 
It was the first time I heard unanimous 
appreciation. If  you are trying to open 
your audiences to new horizons, if  you 
are trying to expose the arts to children 
or adults, if  you seek a new experience 
for yourself, I highly recommend the 
Guy Mendilow Ensemble to you.” 
— chAD hAight, ADmirAl theAtre, 
Bremerton, wA

“The kids loved it! They are still talking 
about it! Thank you for giving our 
students this wonderful experience!  
So many of  them don’t have the 
opportunity to attend events like this.  
You gave them an experience of  a 
lifetime!”
— kAren gonzAlez, 
Director of community pArtnerships, 
hurley k-8 Afterschool progrAm, 
Boston, mA 
(outreAch sponsoreD By 
celeBrity series of Boston)
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the foRGotten kinGdoM (foR GRades 5-6)
GRades 5 - 6 | sinGle session | 45-60 Minutes | class visit, youth seRies theatRe 
peRfoRMance oR school asseMbly  | suitable foR GRoups of any size thouGh best 
foR intiMate nuMbeRs | confiGuRation: tRio oR Quintet

Further reading:
Sample TeacherS Guide

VideoS 

addiTional VideoS

Audio Samples: muSic & STorieS from The Show  
(Password: mirroroFstory)

inTeracTiVe preSenTerS KiT The forGoTTen KinGdom

more informaTion

A version of  the performance for grades 5-6

Embark on a musical trek through a nearly lost world with Guy Mendilow Ensemble’s The Forgotten Kingdom. Journey through 
former Ottoman lands starting in Sarajevo and winding through Salónica in a narrative-driven performance reimagining the 
historical record of  Sephardic communities of  the Balkans and Mediterranean.

In this sweeping adventure brought to life by an “international tour-de-force” (Bethlehem Morning Call) from the Middle East, South 
and North America, music and storytelling conjure an imagi-nation lost to war, recorded in a language that blends archaic Spanish 
with Turkish and Greek. The bittersweet yearning of  fado, the rhythmic and emotional intensity of  flamenco combine with cinematic 
arrangements stirring those familiar with the culture and those new to it. Rendering stories and songs of  an older age with drama, 
humour and heart, The Forgotten Kingdom finds highly resonant, deeply moving connections to contemporary struggles, debates, 
and dilemmas. It’s a performance that “explodes with artistry, refinement, and excitement.” (Hebrew Union College, OH)

“Our audience of (800) children was 
transfixed. I was spellbound. This is 
the kind of experience that can open 
your eyes and ears to possibilities 
never imagined... I asked the children 
as they were leaving the theatre after 
the concert how the experience had 
been for them. It was the first time I 
heard unanimous appreciation. If you 
are trying to open your audiences to 
new horizons, if you are trying to  
expose the arts to children or adults, 
if you seek a new experience for 
yourself, I highly recommend the 
Guy Mendilow Ensemble to you.” 
— Chad Haight, Admiral Theatre, 
Bremerton, WA
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“I just wanted to reiterate for you 
what an excellent experience Shady 
Hill had with Guy Mendilow Ensemble 
this fall. This Monday I performed my 
winter concert with my Chorus, and \
we reprised one of the numbers that 
GME taught us in the collaboration\ 
at the beginning of November. Many 
aspects of the concert had a lasting
 impact on the kids. Several adults 
in the community shared that they 
thought he was one of the best visiting 
artists we’ve had here, and personally, I 
appreciated how professional the entire 
ensemble was and easy to deal with 
while preparing for the performance.”
— Darin Goulet, Performing Arts 
Department Chair, Shady Hill 
School, Cambridge, MA 
(Residency sponsored by Celebrity 
Series of Boston)

“A memorable and exciting concert…
a truly moving evening of music and 
story. In addition, we were thrilled 
to have the group conduct a choral 
vocal workshop for approximately 80 
students involved in the choir program 
at Moody Middle School of the Arts. 
I would not hesitate to recommend 
Guy Mendilow Ensemble for its high 
level of artistry, tuneful and accessible 
music, and great work with kids.”
— David Mann, Performing Arts 
Manager, Evergreen Cultural 
Centre, Coquitlam, BC, Canada

sailoRs, siRens & kinGs: adventuRes of ladino sonG
spRinGboaRd sonGwRitinG/stoRytellinG Residencies
GRades 5+|sinGle session | 60-90 Minutes | best suited foR intiMate class visits | 
ideal foR GRoup sizes of up to 40 | confiGuRation: tRio oR Quintet

More Info
• Through story and song, this classroom program introduces students to the 
richness and history of  Sephardic cultures from the former Ottoman Empire.

• Who are the Sephardim? 

• Why is the endangered Ladino language like a time capsule?

• What is it about these stories that makes them live on in our imaginations, 
even when they come from very different times and places? 

choRal/stRinG collaboRations
GRades 7+|1-3 day pRoGRaM| 60-90 Minutes | class visit | tailoRed foR choRal/
stRinG GRoups | confiGuRation: tRio oR Quintet

Further watching: 

More Info

With choral and string specialists in the Ensemble, tailored collaborations with community  
and professional choirs and string groups are an excellent way to forge connections and  
expand musical horizons. Repertoire is crafted at a level suitable for each group: challenging 
enough to stretch technique yet always within reach to ensure success.
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performed by Guy mendilow ensemble

“There’s nothing that engages kids as 
much as showing your interest in them: 
that doesn’t happen as a general rule. 
Guy’s commitment grows out of a deep 
respect for the abilities, potential, 
and rights of kids.”
— Montessori Corner, 
Plainsboro NJ

“What an amazing job of demonstrating 
that “you can make music from 
everything” while engaging the 
students for the entire hour!  All the 
kids were smiling as they left and I 
heard many comments like, “This 
was really fun!” and “Best music 
ever!”  I received an email from the 
superintendent later that day saying 
all the students returned to the 
school jazzed by the program and 
thanking us.  Each of the teachers 
also emailed with compliments.”
— Leslee Miller, Manager, Artisans 
at the Dahmen Barn, Uniontown, WA 
(Outreach sponsored by Washington 
State University Performing Arts)

foR kindeRGaRten - GRade 4
Move the Music
GRades:  1 - 4 (in aGe appRopRiate GRoups) | sinGle woRkshop oR Multi-day 
Residency | session lenGth: 45-60 Minutes | class visit | GRoup size: up to 15 
| confiGuRation: solo

Further reading: whaT iS dalcroze educaTion? 

Further reading: oriGinS of dalcroze educaTion

more info

In this joyous workshop, exciting experiential games nurture children’s musicality and 
confidence in their own musical intuition. Discovery, active listening and a spirit of  play 
abound as children learn vital musical concepts by using their bodies as the principal 
instrument. Be ready to move, sing, explore and improvise together!

about Guy Mendilow enseMble
“An international tour de force” (Bethlehem Morning Call) from the Middle East, South 
and North America, the Guy Mendilow Ensemble transports audiences to the  
long-ago-and-far-away...to hold a mirror for our own here-and-now.  The world-class  
ensemble combines evocative storytelling with emotionally captivating music in shows  
that “explode with artistry, refinement, and excitement” (Hebrew Union College), 
conjuring voices lost to war and upheaval, whisking audiences to distant times and  
picturesque places and, ultimately, stirring highly resonant, deeply moving connections  
to contemporary struggles and dilemmas.

The National Endowment for the Arts recognized the Guy Mendilow Ensemble for 
the creation of  art that meets the highest standards of  excellence, public engagement with 
diverse and excellent art and the strengthening of  communities through the arts. 

The Guy Mendilow Ensemble tours four shows: The Forgotten Kingdom; Heart of  the 
Holidays — A Global Celebration in Song; Three Sides to Every Story; and Around the 
World in Song family concerts. Distinguished educators, the ensemble specializes in 
community engagement including tailor-made residencies, choral/string programs and 
a breadth of  interactive workshops. The Ensemble is a collaborative artist-in-residence  
with Celebrity Series of  Boston since 2014.  

Alongside touring with the Guy Mendilow Ensemble, members are on the faculty of   
music schools like the Swarnabhoomi Academy of  Music in India and tour/ 
record with the likes of  Bobby McFerrin, Yo Yo Ma, Snarky Puppy, the Assad Brothers,  
Christian McBride, the Video Game Orchestra, Amanda Palmer and Simon Shaheen.  
Formed in 2004, the Ensemble is based in Boston, MA and New York, NY, USA.
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